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A Quick History of the Digitai Gamera
by Milan Zahorcak
Well, you knew it would eventually come to this. A column
about digital cameras in the Casr4d'epanorama. A sign of the
times. Let me set the sfage.
As in years past, the CPFISheld its Summer photo Shoot in
June of this year. This is an event where we invite members
to bring along something out of their collections, and actually
put them (the cameras, not the collectors) to good use.
However, in recent years, with more and moie recent cameras
acquiring collector sfatus (the Nikon F, for example, is now a
certified collectible, if not already an antique), mbre and more
members were bringing newer and newer cameras that they
simply had not stopped using, but which had slowly
migrated onto the collectible stage.
This year, we even began to s€e some digital crmeras tl,at in
our ever quickened lives could arguably be clairned as
"digital collectibles." We may soon have to redefine the verrterms "antique" and "collectible" as they apply to .tigital
gear. With that in mind, I did a quick Google seardr (how
apropos) for the history of digital .2meras. Here's an
interesting piece that I found online.
The first commercial electronic still camera was the
original Sony Mavica, called the Pro Mavica,
introduced in L981,an analog electronic still camera
that used a proprietary two-inch floppy disc to store
images. Several other companies announced similar
electronic still cameras, but these cameras were
either too expensive or their images of insufficient
resolution - often both - to crack the consumer
market.
In the mid-1980s, several camera makers introduced
multi-thousand dollar eleckonic still cameras for the
professional market including Canon with its RC-701
and Nikon with irs QC-1000C. In mid-1982 Sony
unveiled a consumer version of its Mavica, the lvfVCC1 Hi Band VF lvlavica, an analog s"ll camera, not
digital, that stored images on two-inch square discsIn September 1988,Fuji unveiled the DglP. the first
electronic sfill qams13that recorded image digt"lly
on a 16MB internal memory card developed with
Toshiba. But the DS-1P was never sold in the U5In 1991,Kodak packed a 1.3 megapixel CCD onto a
Nikon film camera body. The resulting Kodak DCS
(Digital Camera System) 100 is often cited as the 6rst
true commercially available digital camera, but it
was sold only to well-heeled photojournalists for
$20,000.
Electronic camera makers assumed their eventual
consumer cameras would be connected to TV sets to
create slide shows, not connectedto computers. That
assumption changed in7987 when Letraset
inkoduced Image Studio, the first image

manipulation software. But Image Studio was
designed only for the Apple Macintosh and handled
oniy grayscale images. In 1990,Adobe released the
first version of its now-standard photo manipulation
software, PhotoShop, which handled color images.
But in many ways, both Image Studio and
PhotoShop were applications in search of hardware.
Kodaksaw the consumer commercial possibilities of
a filmless digital camera connected to a computer
and began working with Apple on a consumer
version. On Februaw 77,1991, the Kodak-designed
Apple QuickTake 100 rt-as introduced at the Tokyo
N{actlorld Expo. The QdckTake 100looked more
like a fanc.r'pair of binocuj.ars- It ran on three AA
battEries and could store eight 6IO x 480 images in its
interul sotid state rrremory- or could be connected to
a PC via 3 serial port connection- The Apple
QuickTake 1(I) went sr sale in tle U.S. in May 1994
(for Macintosh only; the Windows version arrived a
month later) for less than $1000, making it the first
true consumer digital camera. Kodak followed with
its own version, the DC-40, that same sPring.
Advances in digital still camera came fast and
furious.InJuly 1995,Casio's QV-10 was the first
digital camera equipped with an LCD screen along
with a viewfinder. Kodak's DC-25 was the first
digital camera to use removable Compact Flash in
fggO. the first million (or mega) pixel models
arrived ir.Ig9f,, and each succeeding year has seen
nearly a million pixel increasesin resolution, along
witn USn connectivity and a variety of removable
media options. ln2OO2,cell phones equipped with
digt l cameras began aPPearing'
The entire artide can be fourul at
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Now, I have to ad-ctit that I !r:as one of the digi-cam users at
this year's suEuner shool but I can honesty rationalize my
choice n'ith some simple mattr- Ready? Given that emulsion
based cameras have been around since 1839 (that's 764yeats)'
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"Built Like A Book": Discovery of a
First Version Kozy Gamera
by Rob Niederman
Finding a first version Kozy Camera was unexpected. It
happened as several of us were touring the basement of the
George Eastman House during the PhotoHistory Symposium
in September. While pausing to admire a group of polished
wood box cameras, a small leather covered box nestled
between a couple of larger cameras caught my attention. The
black leather covered body didn't seem to fit in with the rest
of the cameras. Nafurally, permission was asked to examine
this seemingly out-of-place item.
The camera was unassuming: a surprisingly lightweight box
with what looked like a lid hi.g"d on one end. Its pebbled,
black leatherette surface had a fev,'features. A small, square
ground-glass viewfinder was inset at an angle near the
hinged Iid on one end of the box. The corresponding lens for
the liewfinder could be found on another side of the box with
a small hole for a "taking" lens located below it. The camera
could have passed for a basic box-form model, but the oddly
angled viewfinder didn't match a traditional design.
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models incorporated bellows located on the side of the
camera and lenses at the end of the book covers. All versions
made 12 or 18 exposures,3-7 /2 x 3-7/2 in, on rollfilm.
Interestinglp the third version Pocket Kozy was advertised
from 1898 to 1901,suggesting that the first two versions were
only made for a short time in 1897.
Afew 7897 advertisements illustrating the originalKozy
Camera with the tantalizing catch phrase, "Built Like A
Book," were the only clues to the camera's existence. The first
version Kozy Camera was advertised for g7 lr.1897.
According to an 1898 Kozy catalogue, the $10 "improved"
carnera was designed to appeal to sportsman, cyclists, and
ladies. An aggressive "try and buy" promotion campaign
was also launched in a variety of publications Some of the
advertisements stated an objective to, "open the way for a
sale of 100,000in 1898."
Given the rarity of any model Kozy Camera, it is safe to
assume that 100,000cameras were not sold. Few examples of
second and third version cameras are found in collections,
and until recentlp no first version examples of the original
Kozy Camera were known to exist. For years, collectors
searched for the camera to no avail. The well-known
McKequm'sPrice Guide includes pictures of the second and
third models and the statement, "No surviving first models
known." Finally, here was a camera in front of us that
matched the 1897 illustrations.

What camerai ntroducedin 1900 by Kodak
using118film size introduced for the camera
was made for 15 years in 35 different lens/
shuttercombinations?
PhotoscourtesyGeorgeEastmanHouse
Opetrirrg the lid revealed, much to our surprise, a bright red
leather bellows that fanned out like pages of a book. Once
opened, the design for a first version Kozy Camera became
apparent. The oddly angled viewfinder was now correctly
oriented at the end of the camera that resembled the spine.
Closer examination showed us that the film plane ran along
the inside of the end of the bellows pleats. The viewfinder
and taking lens lined up perfectly with the film plane. On
closing the camera, the bellows fold, and the film plane
rotates to its resting position along one of the camera's sides.
Three versions of the Kozy Camera were produced from1897
to 1901. The fust model was patented on July 72,7892 (no.
478,$n by Hiram A Bennedict and advertised for sale in
1897. The bellows was placed at the rear of the camera and
the lens and shutter located in the "spine" position- In

Answer: The
No. 3 Folding
Hawkeye
Camera
made from
1 9 0 4 -1 9 1 5 .
It produceda
3 U4 X 4 1 t 4
size negative
on 118film.
Thesecamerasare valued at $40 - $60.
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